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Due to the increased importance of environmental disclosure and the significance of positive governance on the extent of information disclosure, Rupley, Brown and Marshall’s (2012) study examines the relations between media coverage, specific governance attributes and the quality of voluntary environmental disclosure (VED). Based on a sample of 127 US firms over a 6-year period (2000–2005), the relation between media coverage and governance attributes in regard to VED is empirically tested.

Results indicate that negative media attention results in higher quality VED; and strong board characteristics have a positive impact on ‘compliance’ level disclosure. No relation was found between investor attributes (short- vs. long-term oriented) and VED-quality. Interaction between investor attributes and negative media is associated with higher disclosure. Negative media was also found to have an impact on the four board attribute variables leading to either higher or less disclosure. The longitudinal analysis reveals that over time reporting quality advances and consistency of these findings is supported throughout sensitivity analyses.

The authors suggest inclusion of board members’ affiliations and audit committee involvement for further research. Also, the link of VED to outcomes such as cost of equity and other performance-related variables could be explored. The authors note as a limitation of the study that only US companies are included in the sample, which limits the generalisability to companies in other countries. The categorisation of the sample into three categories might also be overly simplistic. Reliance on only one media source (the Wall Street Journal) might create bias. Finally, endogeneity related to governance attributes and disclosure quality might exist.

Further research could go beyond the chosen timeframe of this study and investigate how VED(-quality) changed during the Global Financial Crisis. Also, further communication channels (e.g. Internet and press releases) used as a response to negative media attention could be included to increase the inclusiveness of companies’ stakeholder communication (Aerts and Cormier 2009). Additional to VED, social disclosure and media attention and additional internal and external factors could be considered (Adams 2002; Deegan 2002). Future researchers might take into account that (annual) VED are not a timely response to negative media attention and companies might choose particular communication for particular stakeholders dependent on the particular event (Spence 2009).
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